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Renix made automobile electronic ignitions, fuel injection systems, electronic automatic
transmission controls, and various engine sensors. The term Renix also has a number of
applications. In certain carburetor equipped Renault and Volvo models, it provides an electronic
ignition system, consisting of an engine control unit ECU to replace the job of contact breaker
points in the distributor. The system uses an angle sensor and a number of fuel sensors to
provide a maintenance-free ignition system. Later, the name was synonymous with a form of
fuel injection. In such an application, it consisted of an ECU and a number of sensors. It was
first seen in engines produced by Renault Renault 21, 25, and Espace in 2. It is better known in
America for its application in the AMC 4. Renix Electronique S. It was a multi-point fuel injection
system, as opposed to a single-point system, with a number of air, throttle and pinking sensors,
and an advanced computer. Application of the system could first be seen in , three years before
its American debut. The Renix system pushed the power of the carburetor-fed 1, cc engine from
bhp. It could also be found in 2. The Renix ECU has a powerful microprocessor that was
advanced technology for its time. The knock detection uses the signal from a wide bank
accelerometer mounted on the cylinder head. Good signal to noise ratio is obtained primarily
through angular discrimination. The Renix system has more inputs than the later Mopar system
and in some ways is more complex. Some Renix controlled engines will actually get better fuel
economy using higher octane fuel. The Renix computer was first used on AMC 2. The system
improved the drivability of the Jeep Cherokee XJ models and the Comanche pickups over the
first two months of production that were fitted with carburetors. The power increase was also
noticeable. The Renix system was used through the model year. Unfortunately, the Renix
system is now handicapped because there are few scan tools that can be "plugged in" to this
on-board diagnostics computer. The Renix control system was only found on the Jeep
Cherokee and Comanche with AMC-designed engines the control setup used with the 2. Until
then, it retained the AMC cu in 4. No other Jeep vehicle was equipped with Renix electronic
controls. In a typical Jeep application, the ignition control module ICM is located in engine
compartment. It consists of a solid-state ignition circuit, as well as an integrated ignition coil
that can be removed and serviced separately. Electronic signals from the ECU to the ICM
determine the amount of ignition timing or retard needed to meet engine power requirements.
The ICM has outputs for a tach signal to the tachometer and a high voltage signal from the coil
to the distributor. The Volvo series is not known U. C Commando Hurst Edition. This wiki. This
wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Ward's Communications. The New
York Times. Retrieved 19 June Categories :. Cancel Save. Fan Feed 0 Jeep Wiki. Universal
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Comanche MJ. Full-size pickup. Renix Renix Electronique was a joint venture by Renault and
Bendix that designed and manufactured automobile electronic ignitions , fuel injection systems,
electronic automatic transmission controls, and various engine sensors. Major applications
included various Renault and Volvo vehicles. The name became synonymous in the U. The term
Renix also has a number of applications. In certain carburetor equipped Renault and Volvo
models, it provides an electronic ignition system, consisting of an engine control unit ECU to
replace the job of contact breaker points in the distributor. The system uses an angle sensor
and a number of fuel sensors to provide a maintenance-free ignition system. Later, the name
was synonymous with a form of fuel injection. In such an application, it consisted of an ECU
and a number of sensors. It was first seen in engines produced by Renault Renault 21 , 25 , and
Espace in 2. It is better known in America for its application in the AMC 4. Renix Electronique S.
When Renault encountered financial troubles in , it sold its interest in Renix to AlliedSignal , a
major auto industry supplier and the new owner of Bendix. It was a multi-point fuel injection
system, as opposed to a single-point system, with a number of air, throttle and pinking sensors,
and an advanced computer. Application of the system could first be seen in , three years before
its American debut. It could also be found in 2. The Renix ECU has a powerful microprocessor
that was advanced technology for its time. The knock detection uses the signal from a wide
band accelerometer mounted on the cylinder head. Good signal to noise ratio is obtained
primarily through angular discrimination. The Renix system has more inputs than the later
Mopar system and in some ways is more complex. Some Renix controlled engines will actually
get better fuel economy using higher octane fuel. The Renix computer was first used on AMC 2.
The system improved the drivability of the Jeep Cherokee and Comanche over carbureted
models. The power increase was also noticeable. The Renix system was used through the
model year. Unfortunately, it is handicapped because few scan tools can be "plugged in" to this
on-board diagnostics computer. The Renix control system was only found on the Jeep
Cherokee and Comanche with AMC-designed engines the control setup used with the 2. No

other Jeep vehicle was equipped with Renix electronic controls. In a typical Jeep application,
the ignition control module ICM is located in engine compartment. It consists of a solid-state
ignition circuit, as well as an integrated ignition coil that can be removed and serviced
separately. Electronic signals from the ECU to the ICM determine the amount of ignition timing
or retard needed to meet engine power requirements. The ICM has outputs for a tach signal to
the tachometer and a high voltage signal from the coil to the distributor. In the s, Skoda
manufactured a small number of rear-engined cars with Renix fuel injection. These were
originally destined for Canada but ended up in Europe. These are usually known as GLi or RiC.
Fuel system parts may be available from Chrysler-Jeep dealers. The Volvo series is not known
U. It was manufactured in the Netherlands with a limited production of cars in Malaysia through
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PDF Printable version. There are very few things Jeep enthusiasts can agree upon. Very few.
But one thing is for sure -- the 4. When the all-new '07 Wrangler debuts later this year, it will be
minus that beloved ingredient and replaced by a 3. To pay the engine its proper respects, Jeep
let us dig through its archives, chat up its engineers, and send a lot of hate mail signed with
Pete's name, of course regarding the end of an era. The finale comes mostly out of a need to
produce a cleaner, more-efficient engine send your hate mail to tree-huggers , but there's no
denying the inline-six has led a charmed life. Some of you will be able to relate to its early days,
like Hesco's Bennie Fulps, who says while in high school he ran around in a Rambler with the
ci. Others will have experience with no other engine except the current 4. It makes hp and lb-ft
of torque with the one-barrel, and hp and lb-ft of torque for the two-barrel. Bore-and-stroke is 3.
The ' The ci and ci combustion chamber switches from "quench" to "open" on account of
emissions issues. Late '60s International Harvester starts buying up ci engines. Also during
these years, Barney Navarro puts a destroked, turbocharged ci engine in his IndyCar. It
supposedly makes more than hp. Overpowering the chassis, it crashes The stroke becomes
longer 3. The ci 4. Rocker arms are switched to an individual stud-mounted design rather than
shaft-mounted. Additionally, Tocco-hardening starts for six-cylinder exhaust seats to make the
engine compatible with unleaded fuel. The model year brings molestation of the rear face of the
block to "commonize" it with AMC V-8s. Early '70s The rotating parts are individually balanced
and engine assembly balancing is discontinued. Also in the '70s Vehiculos Automores Mexico
builds ci and ci versions of the ci and ci for cars in Mexico. The blocks have special castings
with larger bores inch compared to 3 inch. They end up in racing engines Don Adams' desert
Jeep in and stadium Comanches in the late '80s and early '90s. The Carter BBD two-barrel carb
is optional on the ci. It's also the return of the "quench" chamber. This model year brings with it
a lighter-weight version of the 4. A prototype 4. The happiness flows freely -- until Renault kills
the racing budget. Hesco builds the race engines for everyone sponsored by Jeep. At this time,
fuel injection isn't allowed in desert racing. Cherokee engineers don't want the GM V-6 anymore,
they want an inline-six. Ta-da, a ci 4. The hp and lb-ft of torque inline-six has a multiport fuel
injection and a high-flow cylinder head, plus a larger bore and shorter stroke than the 4. The 3.
Enthusiasts complain about the Renix fuel injection and the lack of low-end torque compared to
the ci and ci. While people are whining, a 4. Changes are made to the cylinder-head design, the
camshaft profile, and the block castings. The YJ makes hp and lb-ft of torque while the
Cherokee's mill has hp and lb-ft of torque variation in numbers is due to differences in design of
the exhaust and air cleaner. The 4. The block is tweaked so that the oil-filter mounting can be
relocated, meaning the Grand Cherokee no longer needs an adapter. This is the last model year
for improvements to the 4. Also, ribs are added to the rocker pedestals and holes are tapped for
the new coil rail system in the cylinder head. The TJ is the last application. In , all engines
became black long live the French. Its design actually stemmed from the 2. Sure, it had the
same valvetrain as the minus cylinders two and five , but it was then modified for performance
the design team took advantage of the new block, head, and crank. They eliminated the normal
fan mounted to the water pump, which allowed the water pump to be shortened. A single
electric fan was attached to the radiator along with a smaller mechanical fan for a total of two

cooling fans. Flip through the pages of Jp and you'll find plenty of companies offering upgrades
for the inline-six. Just because they are not mentioned here doesn't mean they aren't worth
checking out. We've simply included some of the most-talked-about upgrades over the years.
Extensive porting has been a solution for some, but a more common modification is to convert
the 4. Hesco has used the 4. Another way to get more power is to run a Hesco aluminum head,
which can help the engine crank out up to hp. Additionally, Clifford's Performance makes a
carbureted intake manifold. A popular fix for the leaky, stock carb has been to switch to a
two-barrel Holley or Weber. You can add a larger camshaft and modify the cylinder heads
without having to do much to the base computer. Also, Golen makes a 4. Close Ad. Forums
Photos Industry Videos. The ci ends production in the calendar year. Share on Facebook Share
on Twitter. I have an 87 4. I am wondering if a newer ECU would have some changes that would
help the engine run better at idle for example and maybe there were some other changes that
were done to later models that I would befit from. I'd like to hear of anyone that make an ECU
swap and what you experiences were. Thanks for the reply. There is no programming. The
programming is set in them. I did this upgrade, not sure how much it helped I did a couple other
things at the same time. I did ECM and injectors at the same time and it was a very noticeable
change in idle and throttle response. Cruiser says it's worth while and I pretty much take his
word on anything Renix. Here's kinda the Renix godfather around here. If you haven't looked
through his website I strongly recommend it. But what I don't see is a question related to the
type Transmission doesn't it matter what type transmission you have when comes to ECU? Now
I have heard that the manual ECU has a more aggressive timing curve used for ignition
advance, while others say its the auto ECU that does. Without the proper documentation, no
way to prove this one out. My guess is manual. Anyone else care to chime in on this one Auto
vs Manual. Auto ECU has better idle stability. Just grab one from a junkyard. I have no faith the
the "refurbished" ones. I took it for a quick trip around the block and its shifts perfectly and the
idle seems a little better. For those that maybe thinking about doing this a couple of pointers;
one if are going to a yard to get an ECU make sure the dash is apart to get at those bolts. This
made it very difficult to keep the wrench on the bolt. After removing the bolts the sticker on my
ECU says its an 87 model so it was an original. Also take the lower trim panel off it will it much
easier to reach and remove the three bolts holding the ECU to the bracket. Other than having
some choice words about where they install the ECU and sore joints from trying get under the
dash it wasn't that back to swap it out. Now to see if really see if the swap really pays off. I do
have a spare now so that's good thing. You can post now and register later. If you have an
account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are
allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Reply to this
topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. TOP Posted May 4, Posted May 4, Thanks in
advance Mike. Link to post Share on other sites. TOP Posted May 5, Posted May 5, JMO Posted
May 5, JMO is right. You cannot reprogam the ECU. Keep in mind, in today's world of smart
phones and the internet, our Jeeps are DOS. Thanks again Mike. Posted May 6, TOP Posted May
8, Posted May 8, Thanks Cruiser for you time and tips on this project. Posted May 9, Join the
conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL.
Followers 4. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. The Renix Engine fuel injection controller
adjusts the idle speed by opening and closing a valve that bypasses the throttle plate. Often the
Renix engines will have a high idle speed due to the Idle Air Control Valve leaking air past the
plunger. Mine has had an intermittent high idle speed since I have owned it. Most of the time it
is not a problem; but sometimes when rock crawling in a delicate spot, a high idle speed can be
annoying or even dangerous. Tapping the throttle body usually settles it down. I finally got
around to replacing the valve. It is held to the throttle body with two Torx screws. A Torx driver
may be easier to use than a bit on a ratchet for the lower screw. Be sure to remove the old O
ring when cleaning. Use some throttle body cleaner to clean the seat inside the throttle body.
The idle speed came right into spec on the first start up for me. I thought it might take the
computer a bit to learn the new valve, but that was not the case. I tried several starts and the
engine would come right back to the proper idle speed every time. Hopefully I have solved this
intermittent but annoying problem. Skip to content. Replacing the idle air control valve to solve
erratic idle speed. IAC Valve. Post Views: 1, Next Post Next Renix Fuel injectors again. Trouble
started a couple of years ago in Harlan when I lost one cylinder. I had five perfectly good
running cylinders and one that simply did not fire. After some experimentation, I found that
swapping the injector wiring around would move the dead cylinder. Tracing the wiring back
under the dash led me to replace the ECU. The knee bar is right in the way for pulling some of
the panels that would make access to the ECU a bit easier. Then laying the floor, work under the
dash to get to the bolts and connectors on the ECU. I was not able to find an exact match, so I
used one from a 90 model with automatic transmission control. This meant loosing the cute

little shift light on the dash that I never looked at anyway. The old ECU had a failed injector
driver. I am not good enough at soldering to try to make the repair so I will just go with the used
unit form Ebay. While it was nice to have all six cylinders working again, on my next trip to
Harlan, I had a new problem. Occasionally the Jeep would lose power and put out black smoke
from the exhaust. I had to hold the throttle open to keep it running. After a few moments of
shaking it would go right back to running perfectly again. This type of failure led me to think
electrical connection somewhere. This spring as I was leading the group up trail 15, my engine
just died and would hardly run at all. Of coarse it had been running fine back home before the
trip but filed just as I needed it most. I eventually got it to start and took it back to camp and
hitched a ride the rest of the day. That night I remembered reading about the C10 connector that
all the engine control wires go through. Chrysler wisely did away with such a connector when
they took over in 91 but all the Renix Jeeps have this connection. I used a 7 mm socket to
remove the mounting bolt and sprayed a bunch of contact cleaner on both sides. I then plugged
it back together and tightened it down. The next day the Jeep ran without a hiccup. Just its
normal running rich due to the injectors being too big. Everything seemed fine and I was getting
ready to load it on the trailer. Then suddenly the stumble was back and I barely was able to get
it back to it parking spot beside the barn. Since I had a ChampCar race coming up all my free
time was dedicated to the Porsche, I made arrangements to ride along for the Fall Crawl and left
the Jeep parked. Once I had some free time, I
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pulled the Jeep in the shop to do some checking. Of course, it ran fine. I could not find any
problems. I decided to wait until my Renix Engine monitor arrived to do any more trouble
shooting. As I was backing it out of the shop and pulling back into a parking spot it died
suddenly and refused to restart. I hiked back to the shop and got some tools. I checked for
spark and had a good strong spark. I then checked the fuel rail and got only air out instead of a
stream of fuel. This condition puzzled me for a moment when I decided to try the obvious first. I
added five gallons of fuel left over from the race. The fuel pump then made a different sound
and the engine started. I put all the electrical tools away and took it for a test drive on trails. So,
at least for now, my off road Jeep is running again. I did get to test with the Renix engine
monitor and confirmed that it does run too rich most of the time. Skip to content. Post Views:
Next Post Next Essential items for off road camping.

